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The Journal of John Parsons a Valuable Contri¬
bution to History
1p ONE wishes to realise with what'

Potomac, whore

Professor Thorndike Undertakes
His Book

he found hia host

waithas ¡ng. By water he
proceeded to Wash¬
country he has ington, whore the hotel was a "miser¬
walked
but to turn to the diaries and able caravansary," and thence to Balti¬
-ourr.s':i> of th.- first half of the last more, where BanuurTs Hotel was "a
matter for rejoicing." And it is
cent«?at
ways will he a keen this Juncture, at the very
gateway of
lords, if written his narrative and of his jouriey.
that we
ful, truth!'-.
are introduced to the turmoil
of the
in
most
a
natthey present,
Presidential campaign of 1840, 'm which
the
mirror* d fi&ured Harrijon, old "Tip," ami v..
»anner,
'¦¦:-

strides
tremendous'
across this

Progress

getting far enough | that the search of poetry ought to be
away from th«, nineteenth for 'a light that never wa3 or. sea or

century to see the outlines land.' "
The external and superficial charac¬
Of its gigantic enterprises.

In Literature in

A

Baltimore
Frederick

hetn!> Observant 'Mind

Frederick.
Hagerstown.

was

sive realistic considerations

procmied

were

al

shaping

from consideration the literary
history of the last thirty years. His
analysis concerns English literature oí

three modes of travel of his day.
by coach, by ra Iroad and by boat. He
the second method;
carcs [it!
much diminished
oil, the hissing
by the fumi
scorching of the
0f the si
cinders which are falling all around
'a verv rapid method
you. Neil
of traveling, for 1 rioted that we did
not go bevor. seven or eight miles an
hour."
At Fredericksburg Parsons left the
raiiroa«: he had set out from Petersent by coach to the
burp, \
to

.-

AUTUMN FICTION
The Most Vital
Novel of 1920

CHILDREN

OF STORM
By IDA A. R. WYLIE

Author of "Towards Morn¬

ing." "Holy Fire,"

etc.

410 Paces. Cloth, $2.00
The story of a man and a
woman who met and loved where

valor was the only test of a man,
and carried on after the war,
though his world and her world
were a world apart. It deals with
a new confli
between love and
labor.a conflict every man and
every woman may soon have to

face.

Dawson's Sew Romance

THE

LITTLE HOUSE

By CONINGSBY DAWSON
Author of "The Garden

Without Walls," "Carry On,'1

etc.

Beautifv i Illustrated. $1.50
The story of a little lady who
needed to be loved and a lonely
American who wanted rest. Its
narrât.London house,
which conspired with the whisper«I to act the part of
..

match-maker.
a rharm as elusive as the
appeal::.:- quality that won so

many

Adams."

followers

for

Maude
.Nev> York Times.
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THE HYPHEN

By LIDA C. SCHEM
A Novel
Every red-blooded American
will enjoy reading it.
Every white-blooded American
ought

to

read it.

Fiction,

yes,

fancy

are so

to make

interwoven

as

THE HYPHEN

A picture of to-day as out¬
standing and authoritative
as a portrait by an old mas¬

ter.
A BIG SUBJECT.A BIG BOOK
1052 pages. 2 voIb.
$6.00
E. P. DUTTON & CO., 681 Stfc Ar. N. Y.

a

Virginian,

HE old State

Cory don,

Capitol

at

thies,

met

as

is

traveling companions.

I

is in just such revelatory paragraphs a
this that we chance upon the ore vein
in this interesting book.
And now for the campaign of 184<
Parsons ran into the fire of the c>
citement, evpn in May, in Baltimor«
where the young Whigs were holdin
their national convention. He goes t
the columns of The Baltimore Patrie
for his description of the paraae i
honor of Harrison and Tyler3
"Never before was seen such an a:
semblage of the people in whose pe:
sons are concentrated the sovereignt
of the government. In no country, i
no time, never before in the histoi
of man, was there a spectacle so fu
of natural glory. A hundred thousar
faces were before you, age, manhoo
youth and beauty, filled every pla«
where a foothold could be got or ar
portion of the procession be seen."
That sounds very much like stori
we arc reading at this very hour. Pa
sons, a Democrat, "had not guess*
that so much enthusiasm could ha
been aroused over a comparatively u
known candidate, a backwoodsman,
we of the East are accustomed to spe
of him," and he scents a bit of dang
for the opposition in this sti-ange e
thusiasm. His references to the "1
cabins drawn by many horse*" and
the other pictorial and striking effe«
invented and used during the campai
of 1840 show very plainly that a n
method of campaigning had come ii
being, one that was to endure even
the days of Cleveland and the seco

Harrison.
As Parsons went west the fein
over the Harrison and Tyler ticket

Campaign Songs
"Our minds," he writes, "perfo
turned continually to politics,
everywhere, in town and coontrysi
we observed the progress of the ca
paign. In one town we would see
log cabins, the barrels of hard cic
and hear the song:
latttle Van'»

A us^d-up
A uaeü-up

a

used-up man,
used-up man.

man, ft
man

1* he,

while in the next town it would be
for Van Buren, and the singers wo
roar

out:

When the Whls» at » table begin to
"hip"
Th»T mar out right boldly, "Hurrah
old Tip"'
Whet» anothar »la»» «efina to Indicate h
'TI» thre* luaty cheer» for old Tip
old

Ty!"

apon (»onditions that parallel th
existent In the political campaign
this fall. While in Madison, Ind-, I
sons heard a rather heated argnra

himebaughTbrowme

between two men, concluding as
lows:
"Pangh, Bright, you know as we"
I that General Jackson turned
ship of state out of her coarse

A OJaHA^^X>£EJLiaBAEL
I4Z1EU
you rann«
to
¿ton Bend for come
^ «Ore
our

been admonished of danjfeT, been «
by eevero-1 good old pilot« that he wc

Mr. Van Bnren has kept

on.

He

rcn-.th* »hip agroand oà drive feer

in¬

published

ten

pessimists that English literature

tends toward a spiritual faith.
There is an amazingly perfunctory
notice of the influence of Darwin ou
modern thinking. The effect of this
greatest chance of a changing age or
modern philosophy and a-sthetics, and
thus on English writing, is almost en
tirely disregarded. Darwin's work, aor.ee the breaking point and the poim
of contact between the old century and
the new, might fitly be the climax of
this hook. All this goes unremarked by
Thorndike, nor does he even take no*.'
of Samuel Butler, through whom the
first effect of Darwin's dÍ7~covery watransmitted into the English novel.

RAMON

AS THE

expressed

An» ts,

¡m i ,m,<.,

il,,

his uniformly pessimistic
attitude toward life. In his work pas¬
sages 'of cutting irony alternate with
moods of deepest gloom. Of cheerful¬
ness there is not a trace.
Ayala practices one devise which sug¬
gests the chorus in Greek tragedy. He
interprets the spirit of each chapter by
a preface in the form of a short poem.
His poetry is quite as fascinating as his
tiróse.
His forms are quite varied.
Sometimes he uses classical and tradi¬
tional meters; sometime-« he expresses
himself in the freest of free verse. The
.spirit of brooding melancholy that gen¬
erally dominates him is well exemplified
in the following lines:
Bverj wavo must storm
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conservative lisaders in the A. F. of L.
As a result of its investigation the
commission recommends government
mediation to bring about a conference
between' the Steel Corporation and its'
employees and the setting up of a Fed¬
eral commission, composed of repre-

in

:.-¦ ¦-..-.'. ni he Inírirr
Into :!..¦ Infinite sea
'low i-. '.I rlv« rs forever,
forever flow ««ml r« re los«
«isasters, mig;hty doe :¦>
Go by and are forgotten.

nit,«,..-»' ": .r».-:,«,.».: ..,i,:.-tiv ¦¦( j» '"*
.u«. |K.'««i...- £«*.> «.vj,^ ,v.k .v, iv, ..'. ^r .i-;*;'-- ./»>...> »-*«
kc'7-ct »,*« -V 'f>f-tfi*».v IW*«* ÍW' ««(«.«

o>?.

ing evils in the present management
of the steel industry: inadequate wages,
outrageously long hours, wholesale
spying on the part of hired detectives
and informers. The hours and wages
which prevail in the steel industry ere
discussed at length. A twelve-hour
seven-day week is quite common, and
the number of hours in the average
working week has actually increased
since 1910. The commission attempts
to dispel the impression that steel is a
highly paid industry. It goes into exhaustive statistical details to prove
that high wages are confined to a few
small classes of skilled workers, and
that common labor is poorly paid in
comparison with the wage rates which
prevail in other industries.
Reviewing the course of the strike,
the commission believes that it was
conducted along orthodox trade union
lines, without any trace of Bolshevism
or I. W. W.-ism. The failure of the
movement is ascribed to the overwhelming economic power of the Steel
Corporation, te popular ignorance of
the true nature of the strike and to tie
selfishness and indifference of several

dustry 1

sublimated into literature. Dickens arr<!
Mrs. Gaskcll reflected the growth of
the democratic impulse in their depro
tions of poverty. Charles ;
Walter Kingslcy, Besant and Mrs.
Ward came to grapple with the
ious disillusionment, and later Hard..
and Gissing came to xpress the
Bui
sophic disillusionment.
negations * in English liter.:..:- Mt
1'horr.dike touches most lightly,
assurunce even in these most hard-bit

Ayala's Works

Report of Interchurch Com¬
mission in Book Form

sentatives of both sides and of the publie for the purpose of studying and
improving conditions in the steel in¬

timidity Thorndike gives
intelligent impression of how economic ami political evolution, theologi¬
cal and- philosophical dissent becanu-

Poetry

The"SteeFStrike
THE much discussed report of the
Interchurch World Movement
Commission, which investigated
the steel strike, has now bren pub¬
lished in book form by Harcourt, Brace
& Howe. It may he considered an in¬
dustrial document of the first imporUnce. The commission apparently went
about Its task with an adequate equipment of the technique of social research and with an honest desire to
ascertain the facts in the case. The
investigators arrived at the following
conclusion:
"The causes of the strike lay in
grievances which gave the workers just
cause for complaint and for action.
These unredressed grievances still exist
in the steel industry."'
The fundamental grievance of the
strikers, in the opinion of the commission, lay in the fact that the Stpel
Corporation has never set up any machinery for a fair discussion of its dit*ferences with its employees. Instead
it has used every means in its power to
frustrate all attempts at union organization. The investigators believe that
the rigid "no conference" policy of
Judge Gary and his associates may
fairly be. held responsible for the glar-

title,

With nil his
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Through

Ind.
willing to dis¬
"not unfamiliar
spectacle." But n Quaker, seated near the breakers, where she would he ship¬
him, exclaims with a groan "How long, wrecked, but he seems to fear no evil
O Lord, how long!" And a Methodist and to listen to no counsel. Thusethc
parson, glancing at the Quaker, adds: country suffers."
than one Republican speaker
"Brother, I have observed that you weai or More
editor of 1020 has dwelt upon that
the garb of the Society of Friends
From your abhorrence of this lament¬ very phrase, "he would listen to no
able sight I surmise that you are alsc counsel."
A Valuable Record
a member of the
Anti-Slavery Society
Parsons, in his notes on customs arru
Ir. may be that we travel on the same
business, work toward the same goal habits of people in the region he cov¬
ered, is of especial interest. Students
May I inquire your name?"
Now note Parsons's remark in hi: of the American theater, particularly
journal, and find therein the veiled an in the area of its development in the
tagonism of the aristocrat of the South Ohio River country, will lind his ref¬
erences of a sure value.
His story of
"The Quaker lapsed into silence,
scanned him curiously, for it was m; the "floating theater'' on the Ohio, and
first sight of one of these agitators, o of its being cut adrift by mischievous
whom I had heard little good. However hoys while a play was bein«r acted, is
both he and the circuit rider wero de one of the incidental sidelights that
illumine with humor the trend of his
cent appearing men, and, the black
Taken as a whole, A Tour
having been left behind, it seemed pru narrative. Indiana
in 1840 is a definite
dent to let the subject drop, particular!; Through
addition of worth to our national treas¬
ir the presence of ladies."
ury of works on the first half of the
First Echoes of Conflict
nineteenth century, writings that cover
Even as early as 1840 the Aboiitionis the important era of the opening up
idea clashed with the slave idea whe and swift conquest of the states that
men of two sections, with polar aniipa
fringe the Ohio River.
rally he,

miss the episode

Ala», what a mlahap 1» a**7 acquired.
In the month of November 'twill be T»
and Tired I
More than oats* in thia book we e<

A house without books is
like a house without windows"

JOHN
daguerreotype),

pear

creased.

but fiction in which fact and

the half century between 1830 and
1880.
PARSONS (from a
The close of the
wars
whose marked the beginningNapoleonic
of the moderr
journal has been
period. By 1830 a new sort of inunder the
A Tour dustrial and democratic thinking was
Indiana in 1840 influencing literature obscurely bu
profoundly. In The Literary Inner
itance Professor Thorndike mark:
out capably the romanticism to whici
the new era fell heir.the medieval
ism of Sir Walter Scott, to which ii
and Prose Blend in the
first shock of its encounter with
De
mechanistic universe the world turner
as an escape, and the Rousseauism, th
PEREZ DE AVALA, one assertions of individualism made b
of the most significant figures rebellious spirits like Blake, Byro
in modern Spanish literature, is and Shelley. On Shelley Thorndik
now introduced to American readers bestows a slightly
patronizing notic«
through translations of three of his "The youth with the girlish face an
novels, published by E. P. Dutton & intense eyes, with his total imprac
Co. The works are Prometheus, The ticability, with his unconsidered d«
Fall of the House of Limon and Sunday- votion to ideas and his power to« trani
Sunlight. The prose translations are late his dreams and moods into musi
made by Alice P. Hubhard, while the and trope, has become our beau ides
poems are rendered into English by- of the poet. The vagueness, the monc
Grace Hazard Conkling.
tone of his verse might weary;
Ayala's novels represent a curious withstands rational criticism no bettc
blending of contradictory tendencies. A than his life or his theories. But
poet and romanticist' at .heart, he is somehow convinced the English wor
capable of the most brutal realism. A
symbolic note often finds its way into
his stories; yet he paints many vivid
pictures of modern Spanish life. Perhi-.ps the synthesis of his genius is best

our

chance conversations
aneous tribut« : and
arguments overheard from day to
ften exhibits the day. In the
,c fcra
entry for
9. Parsons
cautious maturity of a man who has tell of his party passingMay
a long line of
them
ws
and
weighed
studied
negro slaves "driven along in couples,
ihrewd
fastened to a thick rope." Quite natu¬
us
introduces
.-.rsor.s
\i the out

these

as

nates

life, the religious and the po;..'
.in

at

Shelley's

removed appears to be due to a pro- tiorral zerr] ;uiri imaginative art to
Jessorial cautiousness in Mr. Thornf the state and the nal
dike.
He was, says the author, the first :
To make certain that he is at a safe ¡¡ave ;;n authentic impression of the
enough distance for a dispassionate structure of the New World and to try
analysis Professor Thorndike elimi¬ to make English literature contain it

proximately

ve

of this impression of

ingly radical changes that he ses re¬
corded in literature, that
picks out of the confusions,
him to any radical conclusion.-. He
too cautious to be controversial, ; o
amiable .-¦
pii u tted
spite OÍ
the fact
material
is immensely controversial and that it
must for its understanding be proj
with opinion. He comes perhaps near¬
est to being opinionated in his estimate
of Carlyle. to whom he ascribes a pre¬
eminent influence on subsequent Eng¬
lish writing. Carlyle is for him the
prophet and the seer who gave to V.c
torian literature the impulse
now "to bring every resource of

foreseen result. That all the hazards
in the experiment seem to be neatly

S2.00
$'2.00
$5.00

Wheeling.

him

ter

might result in something galvanic.
One looks expectantly for flashings
and rumblings, for a striking and un¬

visit a cousin who
Washington to
$2.00
y ihrer years, and
to
"the
introduction
of
letters
Through fare to the Ohio.$17.25
carried
From Wheeling, Parsons journeyed
most respectable families" of many
covers
His
journal
ap¬ down the Ohio to
Indiana towns.
Marietta, Cincinnati,
three months of the year "this thronged
city," as he calls it, and
1840. It reveals a keenly observant to Madison, Ind., where he turned north
dly valuable for its into the state, traveling
by coach.
scenery,
Two elements that

s&d

Changing Age

task of synchronizing the rise of
modern industrialism, the amazing de¬
velopment of science and invention, the
spread of popular education, the
eclipse of the Church's power the
whole social and economic phenomena
of the nineteenth century- with the
development of modern literature.
It would seem as though the effort
to make a chemical solution of modern
literature in such caustic and explo¬

Hagerstown to Cumberland...
Cumberland to Uniontown_-$-«1.00
Uniontown to Washington, Pa. $2.25

craduated from the Uniand set out
Tersiti
on his trip to Indiana in the spring of
Pars«:-

to
to

a

Professor Ashley H. Thorndike (Mac- fluence is, in a way, charscteris: c of
millan) has undertaken the difficult Thorndike's outlook. The overwhelm¬

of days Buren.
ris o!" many
Cost of Travel
¡nto
It will be quite worth while, after
oi his pageant. The going over the route of this
trip and
yonjd the Alle- noting two or three
fea¬
Ohio River tures of the journal, outstanding
to pick up and
of
the
of
»
segment
tie
is
tapestry
the
threads of the
basin,
and settlers. There¬ are marked in the scene« ir.story that
oor earl:
the cam¬
of
the
A
welcome
publication
paign of 1840. It is interesting to note
to^ v..'
in
1840 (Mc- the schedule of coach fares from
H rhrougb Indiana
BaltiBriác'. the journal of one John Par¬ more to the Ohio River, as fixed at
sers of the y« ar stated, edited by Kate that time:

Milner Rabb.

Big Task in

WE ARE

1

ire

a

Oí" tire three

NNQUNCEMENT
original

A

international organization provided for
in the covenant, and to support this
conception with enough historical back¬ thor never abandons his attitude of deORDER, by ground to throw into relief the good tache.d, ironical meditation.
Hicks, A.M., and bad features of a great document. The varied excellence of modern Span¬
Page & Co.), The author believes that the cove¬ ish literature has been brought home to
for its whole nant marks a step of progress. He re¬ the American public by the novels of

League Analysis

THE

NEW WORLD
Frederick Charle?

LL.B.

is

of a Tippecanoe rally of 1840. The
is in the Indiana State Library

primarily

íDoubledáy,
a

textbook,

long stories, or short
novels, included in the translation, Pro¬
metheus is a general satire on the futil¬
ity of human aspirations. The other
tales are more closely concerned with
everyday happenings, although the au-

purpose is to analyze the League of gards

the

covenant

as

admirable, Blasco Ibáñez and the plays of Jacinto
Benavente. Ayala's genius is different

Nations covenant, that was incorporated though far from flawless. Like the
in the Treaty of Versailles. The au-1 good pioneer he is, in exploring the
thor trya, and succeeds very well, to endless pages of a document that fewdrive at the root of the thing, to give men have even glanced over, Mr. Hicks
the reader a clearcut conception of the engages in no prophecies.

from that of his two compatriots; but
his contribution to contemporary in¬
tellectual life is perhaps no less pro¬

found.

BLEW

By AMELIE RIVES

1

a

The collected verse of the a-nhor of "The Quirk or the Dead."
"World's End," "The Ghost Garden." et^Their conspicuous <¡j*1richness of ImaRery- -a flare .if exotic color pas loi and
nagina!i the verse Is all the orig7'.nality and vividnos
mark« hei novels,
more fully developed depth «if meaning. Xet i. 7..

PADDY-The-Next-Best-Thing

By GERTRUDE PAGE

The vm-cl.365.001

The play.now in Its tenth
copies Bold in England.
I.«
and In its seventh su cesßful week In New York.
Th* novel,
just published here, is a satisfying romac e with an adorable Irish heroine

Set »2 00

OLD RELIABLE

AFRICA

in

By HARRIS DICKSON
\

«ing

r

"Old Reliable
Africa a.« valet
able adventures
¦. petite among

negro stor;

told bj

-faithful, self-important
to a M isisslppl
is the erection C

The well-loved
gw
f all
which raise an unquet

Southerner and

a

judge

negro servant of the old school

Perhaps

H.OI ''a;' stands

the natives Set $; 30.

TOP O' THE MORN.N'

By seumas MucManus

Those who know and love the author's 'Lo and Rehold Ye!" .and others
.¦«no like a real Irish yarn.will want these modern Irish tales of the home folk
In the glens of Donegal, with a few about the
who came adven¬
turing to ir Ne V irk
h'et II 90.

COSHEN STREET
By WAYLAND WELLS WILLIAMS
Business

life.particularly

newspaper life.has

more vividly than In this novel of New York
Phelps calls it "A real American novel

The PEOPLE

of the

an i

never

London

been put into

a

story

Prof William Z.1/0«
S't $1 90

Steadily Interesting"

RUINS
By EDWARD SHANKS

A new "looking Backward" following Bolshevism to Us bitter end.
£iy a
miracle of science Jeremy Tuft, a victim of London mob violence after the war,
awakes to life in 2074
He finds an unbelievably changed world, and hi» part
in its Míe makes a stra.nge and thrilling story. Net $1 Ï0.

THE GREEN COD'S PAVILION

By MABEL WOOD MARTIN

A Romance of* the New Spirit of America

"A new note is struck In this tale of the Philippines.
BYom the openln«
chapter the reador's Interest Is caught and hell
A literary achievement,"
says The Boston ÏYas-script of this exciting, mysterious novel or the KanA'ef II »0.

443 Fourth Avenue

ROBERTS
RINEHART
by MARY
DAYS^THE AMAZINGJNTERLUDE, BAB,
of:_

Author

DANGEROUS

A

etc.

This is a story^of YOUTHf^of the upper and nether sides
of life; of the struggle of the old against the new; of the
love that came to Lily Cardew and Willie Cameron.
«You will be immersed in the tense interest of the plot, genu¬
inely stirred by the living warmth of the people of the story.
A POOR WISE MAN is a story of fire and passion. It
touches the heart and imagination of the reader, for Mrs.
»Rinehart perceive« beneath the exteriors of her men and
women the passionate loyalties and loves which redeem life.
Admirably written, generous and fine in its sympathies, this out*
standing novel of the section will be turned »o by thousands tvho haoe
com* to know the dependable pleasure of Mrs. Rinehart's books.
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New York

truly great and permanent contribution
to American literature; absorb¬
ing, inspiring» true.

The

Autobiography of

ANDREW CARNEGIE
Mr. Carnegie's story of his upward flight from messenger
boy to steel king will be an inspiration to every youth of
ambition; his account of business experiences, and particu¬
larly of the formation of the steel trust, will make absorbing
reading for «very business man ; and his wise and far-seeing
comments on such subjects as the relation of capital and
labor, will illuminate the problem of to-day for every for¬
ward-looking reader.

In every way "The Autobiography of Andrew Carnegie"
deserves a place among the great human documents
of
American literature, while its inspiration and wide range
of appeal will make it of profound interest to readers who
do not ordinarily enjoy autobiography.
Illustrated, $5.00
At an

Booksura*
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